NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL ETHICS BOWL
Co-Executives: Jennifer Judd, Noah Upchurch
Pod Members: Ann Goulian, Caitlin Davis, Danny Harris, Jaida Jett, Katie Leonard, Leo Kirby

NHSEBACADEMY STADIUM
The inaugural season of the NHSEB Stadium, provided an opportunity for students to put their ethics bowl skills
to the test in mock ethics bowl rounds without the stakes accompanying competition. By providing personalized
feedback to teams via Zoom, we are able to increase accessibility to Ethics Bowl programming.

SOCIAL CONTENT

Noah, Leo, Jennifer, Ann, Jaida, Caitlin, Katie

We aimed to spread the word about NHSEB
and meet high schoolers where they are: on
social media. We created content for the
Center’s new TikTok account, which has been
a fantastic way to foster a sense of
community among NHSEB participants, and
reach new students. Content consisted of tips,
tricks, trends, and visuals of campus.
Tik Tok @UNC Parr Center for Ethics
Instagram @The Parr Center

CASE WRITING // STUDENT COMPETITION
NHSEB Pod members apply their understanding of issues at
the heart of ethics bowl through writing cases for use in future
case sets. Below are the cases written by pod members this
year:
Scan here to visit our
Tik Tok!

MEET THE POD
The National High School Ethics Bowl Pod
works throughout the year to support and
supplement programming for high school
students who participate in the NHSEB.
In order to best support and lead students,
we began acclimating all of our members
to the inner workings and mission of the
NHSEB by going through trainings with
Alex Richardson and Delaney Thull.

Watch our NHSEBAcademy
Stadium Launch Video!

NHSEB EVENT STAFFING
Our team staﬀed the virtual NC Regional Bowl and the in-person
National Bowl, and took on the following responsibilities:
- Social Media Coordinators and Content
Creators | Noah, Jaida, Caitlin
- TikTok, Instagram, Twitter, Facebook
- Staﬀ Assistants | Leo, Katie
- Moderators | All members
Take a look at photos from the
- Judges | Noah, Jennifer, Ann, Leo
National Ethics Bowl!
- Ethics Fair Staﬀ | Jennifer

Jennifer Judd | #Sharenting | Propa-gaming
Ann Goulian | The Inescapable Contradiction | To Greek or
Not To Greek | Banking on Cash
Danny Harris | Death and Taxes | Predatory Promotions
Katie Leonard | Old Year’s Day | Guilt Burgers
Leo Kirby | The Consumer’s Conundrum | Tips for Good Living
| Home for the Holidays
Our pod also runs the High School Case Competition where
high school student write and submit their own Ethics Bowl
cases. This year, we received incredible cases from 59
diﬀerent students and went through multiple iterations of
rankings to decide on the top three! Some of the topics
included:
- Performative Activism
- Ethics of Book Banning
- Historical Representation in Modern Art
A big congratulations to our winners!

We are excited to see what the future holds for our pod! As always, we will be supporting the NHSEB Program will continue to write and review cases, develop the social media pages, and provide opportunities for high school
students to engage in ethical dialogues in preparation for competition throughout the year.
We would like to acknowledge the work that both Alex Richardson and Sally Moore have put into guiding our pod through this year and helping us create programming that will have a meaningful impact on the participating
students.

